Biomechanics of articular cartilage and determination of material properties.
Descriptions of the mechanical behaviors of articular cartilage and their correlations with collagen, proteoglycan, water, and ions are summarized, with particular emphasis on understanding the osmotic effect inside the tissue. First, a descriptive explanation is presented of the biphasic theory required to understand how interstitial water contributes toward the viscoelastic behavior of any hydrated soft tissue. Then, the famous osmotic effect in charged, hydrated soft tissue is interpreted in light of the triphasic mixture theory framework. In the introduction of mechanical testing methods, our emphasis is on the popular indentation technique, which can determine the material properties of cartilage in situ or in vivo. The widely accepted indentation analysis solutions in cartilage biomechanics history are summarized and evaluated. At the end of this paper, a new generalized correspondence principle between charged, hydrated soft tissue and linear, isotropic, elastic material (i.e., elasticity theory) is introduced. This principle makes the employment of triphasic theory as straightforward as using an elasticity theory to solve any equilibrium problem where the elasticity theory can be used to model the material. By using this generalized correspondence principle, the fixed charge density of bovine cartilage has been simply and conveniently calculated from the indentation testing data. The results of proteoglycan content from this mechanical test are remarkably consistent with those from standard biochemical assay. This new correspondence principle significantly improves the power of indentation tests in the determination of mechanoelectrochemical properties of articular cartilage.